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Inside the Whale, or etsi communismus non daretur: 
Reflections on How to Live When Communism 
Is a Necessity but Nowhere on the Horizon 
(2006–2007)

For Tom Moylan, who denounced and announced

It will then become apparent that it is not a matter of drawing a huge 
dividing line between past and future, but of fulfilling the thoughts of 
the past. 
(Es wird sich dann zeigen, dass es sich nicht um einen grossen 
Gedankenstrich zwischen Vergangenheit und Zukunft handelt, sondern 
um die Vollziehung der Gedanken der Vergangenheit.)

— Marx, Letter to Ruge of 1843 

A world of female sorrow is waiting for salvation. 
(Eine Welt weiblichen Jammers wartet auf Erlösung.) 

— Rosa Luxemburg, Gesammelte Werke 

The true conception of historical time reposes entirely on the image of 
salvation. 
([D]ie echte Konzeption der historischen Zeit beruht ganz und gar auf 
dem Bild der Erlösung.)

— Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriften

I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that word. 
— Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice

Truth appears in Light, Falsehood rules in Power, 
To see these things to be, is cause of grief each hour. […]
Where knowledge does increase, there sorrows multiply,
To see the great deceit which in the World doth lie […].

— Winstanley, Law of Freedom 
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1. Where Are We: Amid Deep Defeat,  
 How Is Our Stance To Be Reshaped? 

1.0

The following essay is an attempt to articulate a deep unease, that I have seen 
paralyse many former communists, Marxists, and/or other radicals about 
the stance (Haltung), tools, and horizons indispensable for the present 
historical moment, which we can date roughly with the fall of the “Soviet” 
system and implosion of almost all communist parties and cognate move-
ments. But the paralysis is much more widespread. Thus, I hope the essay 
could be, in some central positions, here offered for discussion, also per-
tinent for anybody with a consistently anti-capitalist stance. Labels such 
as “communist,” though I would be in favour of giving it fresh meaning, 
are significant but finally not central. Even an orientation toward this or 
that cosmological belief or creed matters little here: if anybody truly fol-
lows the insight that the strategic source of all our social ills is capitalism, 
I would hope that s/he could join, or at least debate seriously, my twin 
central points here: the need for Salvation, and the refusal of The One 
Full and Final Truth. 

Such a clarification is, to my mind, an indispensable part of laying 
the fundaments for clear theoretical horizons. If so, it is a precondition for 
consistent anti-capitalist action that coheres in space (globally) and in time 
(through years and decades), and therefore has a chance for success. A cen-
tury ago Lenin wrote “Without revolutionary theory there is no revolu-
tionary party”; refusing taboos on either, we need today to discuss anew in 
the light of experiences what he meant by Party, and what we should today 
envisage as Revolution. With these provisos, I hold he was correct. 

In philosophical language, this means that we the subjects are con-
stitutively co-involved in any understanding of the reality that is the case. 
Therefore, it is self-defeating not to reflect on our deepest presuppositions, 
while holding to our final horizons. If this will lead to some revisions and 
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indeed paradoxes, they ought to be judged on their merits, in light of 
those horizons. 

Even further, while agreeing with Marx that any concrete step of the 
movements for liberation is most important, I would maintain that the 
present chaos in such movements as to both the horizons and the ways to 
advance toward them makes theoretical self-reflection the indispensable 
next step. 

1.1

In this essay I wish to debate the pertinence for our reflexions and prac-
tices of insights and partial cognitions from what have traditionally been 
religious formulations. I find two clusters supremely pertinent: positively, 
that of Salvation; negatively, that of One Full Truth. How do they speak 
to our presently ongoing history?

From 1848 to perhaps 1989, it was legitimate for communists to believe 
they might see their political victory in flesh, so to speak. This is in some 
deep ways parallel, or analogous, to the expectation of the early Jewish 
Christian communities (who lived in economic primitive communism, 
see Acts 2:43–46 and 4:32–35) that they would see in flesh the Second 
Coming of Jehoshuah the Messiah. The atmosphere is encapsulated by 
Otto as: “Jesus announces […] the Kingdom has approached. It is quite 
near. So near, that one is tempted to translate this as: it is here. At least one 
feels already, in a mysterious dynamis, the pressure of that which wants to 
break in.”1 A deep crisis came about when this began to be felt as unbe-
lievable, solved then by Paul with a deep and thoroughgoing perestroika 
(incomparably more successful than Gorbachev’s) from Jews to Gentiles. 
Today, however, what Otto calls the atmospheric pressure (Luftdruck) of 
approaching communism is no longer here: no overall or even major vic-
tory is believable for all those among us who are of a certain age (at least 

1 Otto 42. The parallel between early Christianity and nineteenth-century commu-
nists/ socialists is formulated clearly already by Engels in “Zur Urgeschichte.”
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over fifty, but maybe forty or even lower), only an uphill struggle against 
worse imbarbarimenti (barbarizations). 

On the other hand, victorious capitalism daily sharpens insoluble 
structural contradictions that lead (perhaps swiftly) to a deep crisis. The 
boomerang effect of immiserated billions has already spilled over into all 
metropolitan cities, ecocide poisons people and all budgets, the world 
oil economy is ending (nobody knows how abruptly), and the breakneck 
Eternal Holy Wars will add size and speed to the boomerang. Among 
other matters, this asks us to deal with the fake holiness of mass murder by 
State and group terrorists. Finally, the crisis posits a hidden horizon: what 
if societal unravelling begins to proceed catastrophically, creating radical 
opposition so virulent that we would have to go back to the two World 
Wars for its precedents? Can anything be done in our thinking, its tools 
and its findings, which could turn significant segments of this opposition 
from fascist to liberatory? 

We must therefore face again the urgent question “What is to be 
done?”: how could we get to some initial orientations for a thoroughgoing 
restructuring indispensable for communists (but not only for us) today? 
And first, what might its guiding principles be? 

1.2

I shall pose as my two axioms, first, that the age-old dream of communism 
is fully worldly, fleshly and material; it is therefore a radical and consistent 
variant of the yearning for a simultaneously personal and collective salva-
tion from misery, in all senses. It involves “a build-up of super-individual 
structures and higher organisational forms that would confer meaning 
upon and sanctify individual living” (Landauer 10).2 Communism is a 

2 True, Landauer would have said this at best of a kind of anarchocommunism, but 
we should not forget this martyr of ours either, not only because he was a sometimes 
very wise and sometimes very naive poet, but also because in the blue distances of 
his longue durée of “topias” and utopias the enemy brothers anarchism and com-
munism, both guilty of bad mistakes and in particular in relation to each other, are 
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salvational belief, or it is nothing. It is a temporal and universalized variant 
of Israel’s Exodus from the oppression and shrinking fleshpots of Egypt 
to a future country of abundant justice. Without the horizon of a fleshly 
salvation, of less difficult – more tolerable, more just, and more beautiful 
– living, communism has no purchase upon history. 

Second, communism, meaning for me the way out of institutionalized 
oppression and humiliation as the central articulation of society, has been 
decisively inflected by two consubstantial cognitive insights of Karl Marx 
(and then his companions and continuators), which might be thought of as 
a double helix. The first or salvationist one, which radicalized the bourgeois 
(and Jewish) insight that material history is the privileged framework of 
human destiny, is the insight about capitalism, the labour source of value, 
the class conflict, and similar doctrinal tenets, which in brief reveals that 
societal injustices are based on exploitation of other people’s living labour. 
The second, quite anti-religious insight is that the proper way to talk about 
the capitalist exploitation which determines all our lives is not in the a priori 
form of dogma, a closed system, but in the a posteriori form of critique. The 
latter means that legitimate cognition is strategically developed by arguing 
for a radically deviant stance against a dominant in a given historical situ-
ation (see one of the first and best such discussions in Marcuse). 

Yet decisively does not at all mean finally. The rapid mutations of 
capitalism and imperialism after Marx’s death, its descent into most violent 
barbarism with organized dumbing down of people into media-dominated 
masses, have produced at least two overlapping waves of refurbishing for 
Marxism and communism. The first one is marked by the First World War, 
revolutions, Fordism, and Leninism with all its strengths and limitations; 
the second one is marked by rolled-back revolutions and revolts, uninter-
rupted peripheral warfare, hugely increased capitalist control over peo-
ple’s time, bodies, and minds, Post-Fordism, and a hugely dominant lack 

finally reconciled. It should be stressed that originally Salvationism was oriented 
to clearly plebeian and thisworldly interests and that salvational religions, though 
often formulated by small groups of “intellectuals,” were responses to mass sufferings 
(Weber, Economy VI, esp. 399−401 and 481–529, also Soziologie 404−11).
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of theoretical understanding. Therefore, whatever else our anti-capitalist 
movements may lack, we have today to face the limitations from which the 
project of updating Marx (and then Lenin and others) suffers. 

In the straits in which we are, we are entitled to turn for help wherever 
we can find it. Since ours is an attempt to materialize salvation as earthly 
and political, we cannot exclude humanity’s millenary experiences with 
seeking salvation. I do not claim they could or should be our only crutch, 
but I do propose that we use these experiences, often theologically theo-
rized (see Weber, Soziologie 336), for our purposes. We should proceed to 
a good part in the wake of Benjamin, and while we can approach his saying 
“god is not dead, he has been included into human destiny” with caution 
and cavils, we should use it. Indeed I would claim that classical radical and 
revolutionary politics was always also salvational, fusing the daily “vulgar” 
concerns for psychophysical survival of people with the ability to manage 
Paradise as well as with – alas especially – Hell.3 

Without politico-economic practice, theology dissolves into pseudo-
magic or tautology; without the horizon of salvation for each as well as for 
all, communism ossifies into scientistic dogma and despotism. 

1.3

All precapitalist societies have been characterized by a more or less religious 
cosmology justifying human life in both its avoidable and unavoidable 
sufferings, and by a “ritual penetration” consubstantial with sense-making 
as well as with power networks. Marx penned into the Grundrisse a brief 
but to my mind extremely important sketch of “the imagined clan-being,” 
despot or god, who incarnates the “comprehensive unity” that stands above 
and sanctions the real communities’ hereditary possession of land and their 
work on it (473). The numinous force or godhead is the personification of 

3 See Benjamin’s materials on the Paris Arcades – for example Gesammelte Schriften 
V: 676, 1011, 1023, and Correspondence 549; also Shelley’s “Hell is a city much like 
London” (Peter Bell the Third ).
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the imaginary substance of the community, a vision, and increasingly an 
illusion, of its life of unitary sense. There is relatively little mysticism, though 
very much straightforward hierarchical dispossession, in this condensation 
of the everyday sacrality, inherent in the creative relation between labour 
and land, into an active, anthropomorphic guarantor who then becomes 
also the creator. 

This creative or productive relationship in social formations where 
people relate to human and non-human nature only as community mem-
bers is not divided into our categories of religion, politics, and economics. 
Godelier even argues that in such societies, from tribes to the Inca State, 
politics and religion are “two forms of the same process, two elements of 
the same content which exists simultaneously at different levels” (XIV): in 
the Pygmies’ forest cult, the idea that the forest donates their food, health, 
social harmony, etc., is articulated in a way that reworks – as Freud’s dream-
work does – some strategic junctures of their natural ecosystem and their 
social organization. Just so, precapitalist peasant communities, in Marx’s 
analysis, reworked their (limited but for certain purposes efficient) cogni-
tion of organization for survival into the tribal/ communal godhead/s. 

1.4

Still, all organized religion, dialectically, soon grows into a fetter for freedom 
and creativity, because it downgrades all thisworldly horizons and collec-
tive autonomy from below. All Churches begin as more or less communist 
communities but then buy into hierarchical and exploitative power, as a 
rule violently. When a power group (a priestly religion, as Kant sneeringly 
remarked) has wedded the pretense to possessing the One Full Truth – of 
which more later – to the claim of sacrality, it loses all restraints against 
mortifying people’s flesh (see Suvin, “Keywords”). In Marxist terms, reli-
gions too are prominent sites of class confrontation about the horizons 
of life. 

As against religious faith, capitalist rationalization has by means of 
demystification within a pugnacious thisworldliness solved many problems 
eluding other historical forms. It has achieved a productivity that for the 
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first time since tribal societies makes this planet habitable for all. But, in 
Merleau-Ponty’s good formulation, “Demystification is also depoeticiza-
tion and disenchantment. One should keep from capitalism its refusal 
of the exterior sacred [or: of the sacred as exterior, du sacré exterieur] but 
revive the need for absolute which it has abolished.” He also recalls Max 
Weber’s pregnant remark that capitalism is like the shell secreted by the 
dead religious animal, and that “Nobody knows yet who shall in the future 
inhabit this shell […]. Will there be a new renaissance of all thoughts and 
ideals or, on the contrary, a petrification [Versteinerung] by mechanism, 
masked by a kind of anxious importance” (36–37). Two facets arise from 
capitalist rationalization. 

First, Weber’s disenchantment should finally be identified with the 
loss of a structure of feeling of unitary sense in people’s works and days. We 
can today see that intolerable disenchantment, the alienation under the lay 
godheads of Money and Commodity, can easily lead, in a classical return of 
the repressed, to open re-enchantment (see Chapter 15 in this book). From 
the oceanic depths of the capitalist mode of production there monstrously 
appear new religions and sects, from Lutheranism and post-Tridentine 
Catholicism to Methodism and the newly aggressive Churches of today, 
as well as a not uninteresting Neo-Paganism. As Weber puts it, “The old 
plural gods, disenchanted and therefore in the form of impersonal forces, 
rise from their graves and seek power over our lives […]” (Soziologie 330).

Second, even where the religious animal is apparently dead, its ghost 
haunts our societal shell. This is clearest in the capitalist religion of the 
Invisible Hand of the Market, a Hidden God of Profit inherited from 
Calvinist strands. It should be developed, much further than I can do 
here, using Marx’s concept of commodity fetishism, where the ensemble 
of objectified commodities is – like the West African deity represented by 
a palpable, humanly made wooden statue – also an impalpable, material 
yet transcendental, thing (sinnlich unsinnlich – Kapital 85), which rules 
human relationships.4 The laicized religiosity of profit has proved “[equal] 

4 See also the pioneering and very illuminating Dussel on the pervasive theological 
metaphorics of Marx (more than 250 citations from the Bible, 212–13). They are 
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in effectiveness […] to the most violent outbursts of religious fervour in 
history” (Polanyi 31) – and equally bloodthirsty. As Derrida notes: “In 
these times, language and nation form the historical body of all religious 
passion”; and “Wars or military interventions, led by the Judeo-Christian 
West […], are they not also, from a certain side, wars of religion?” (Faith 
44 and 63). 

Symmetrically obverse, the devolution of capitalist rationality and 
official science into a tool of oppressions undermines its original hugely 
liberatory elements. Today the only way to defend reason is to redeploy it 
against capitalism and its daily mass destructions. 

Conclusion 1 

We are in a period of bitter disenchantment and desperation: the whole 
of humanity is faced with a triumphant reduction of all valuation to the 
cash nexus. From this dogmatic blindness to use-values there flow untold 
destructions of people and planet, as well as (since human nature abhors 
vacuum of values) the rise of false gods justifying this: the pseudo-religions 
of the Market and nationalism, neo-religious political dogmatism (usually 
called fundamentalism), even sadistic joy of destruction. The place all other 
social formations had for qualitative values is now empty. It was earlier 
mainly filled by religion. We have to find and staunchly propagate a new 
value system, centered in liberation of labour and creativity, which is in that 
respect functionally analogous to religion (as lungs are to gills), but also has 
a fundamentally different orientation: a thisworldly vertical of creativity 
by means of people’s empowerment from below upwards. Last not least, a 
value can only exist together with a clear goal, or at least horizon. 

clustered in his investigation of capital, and enrich commodity fetishism with a lai-
cized figure of the Jewish idolatry and the Christian satanic force. The young Marx’s 
“alienation” seems to have come to Hegel from Luther’s translation of Christ’s ekenose 
as “entäussert sich” in Paul’s Phil. 2:6–7 (19).
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2. To Keep Salvation in Sight While Living On:  
  How To Use Benjamin via Bonhoeffer (with Cavils)

2.1

In pre-monotheistic beliefs there is a central rich ambiguity in a semantic 
cluster that includes the Latin salus (also its Hellenic and Hebrew equiva-
lents), meaning both fleshly health and axiological salvation, as well as dam-
nare, meaning to “fetter” somebody by causing him/her both material ills 
and axiological evil, or its opposite redimere, meaning to unbind from both 
material fetters and ill fortune. This is in organized religions today subor-
dinated to, if not suppressed in favour of, saving and redeeming an entirely 
phantomatic “soul” against a brute “body.” However, even in a monothe-
istic religion like Christianity some strong currents speak of the “present 
futurity of God” and of a “salvation that is unconditionally a present and 
simultaneously wholly the future” (Schmitthals 119–20), although churches 
generally, in proportion to their political conservativeness, then stress the 
divinely preordained and largely transcendental future. 

The major difference between transcendental religion and communism 
as beliefs is, then, that Christians – and other monotheists at least – expect 
their salvation in the other world, our glory (and perhaps limit) is not to 
do so. For, even if Paradise were proved to us, it could never cancel the suf-
ferings and despair of all the bombed and tortured billions of class history. 
All official religions dispense entirely too much opium to their followers, 
and we have to remember with Marx that though opiate may be of use to 
momentarily deaden the pain of the fleshly creature, it has never healed 
anybody. We communists should however stick to such uses as Salus rei 
publicae suprema lex: the salvation (freeing, unfettering) of the political 
body or commonwealth is one of our supreme aims and norms; to which 
must today be added the salvation of particular people serially (in particu-
lar, defending them against unjust communities). All other cosmological 
mysteries have a chance to be approached with understanding only after 
having put our Gaia house in order. In the meantime, nobody can be saved 
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alone, and even Candide’s solution to cultivate his own garden is unreach-
able for most and endangered for all. 

2.2 Negations

I do not speak in favour of anybody’s turning religious or philosophical 
Idealist in any variant. I am firmly committed to materialism and imma-
nence, though I also think some present-day religions were originally fully 
(Daoism) or mostly (Buddhism) such. I also recognize the dangerous his-
torical precedent of defeated revolutionary movements turning into reli-
gious communities, as happened e.g., to Buddhism and Quakers, and do 
not at all wish to contribute to such a sliding path. I agree with what I 
think Gramsci was getting at when he defined Marxism as “A historicist 
understanding of reality which is free from any residue of transcendence and 
theology” (II: 1226). What I would like to see is, with all needed differences, 
an updating of the somewhat too triumphal but still valuable Ernst Bloch 
(see especially “Originalgeschichte”): a co-optation of energies inherent 
in myth and religious faith, and sometimes in radical theology, for our still 
fully immanent belief, “a firm faithfulness of reason to its own atheology” 
(Nancy 41). Belief means enjoying a system of clear and strong values within 
an all-embracing stance which also makes sense of social reality and of 
actions to affect it (see Goldmann 98–99 and passim, and Weber, Economy 
450–51), and is not at all to be equated with religion, which is its mysti-
fied form. Belief can and should be based in reasoned argument; religious 
faith is based in indisputable command (Nancy 79): ipse dixit. There is no 
collective or indeed individual action without a framework of belief. As to 
“communism,” the term itself comes from munus = obligation, indicating 
a belief into reciprocity “in common” (see Derrida, Passions 79). 

Here it is mandatory to mention the overwhelmingly corrupt and 
cruel pseudo-communism of the Stalinist stripe, with its worship of a 
refurbished State hierarchy. Inside any radical movement for liberation 
today, the old conundrum of means and ends, or of the Goal and the Way 
to it, has to be abandoned for a better toolkit. Lenin cited with approval 
Hegel’s argument that means are more honourable than ends (189–90). 
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Yet anarchists have remembered better than communists that how we 
walk the way will codetermine the shape of any (always provisional) goal 
we may arrive to. 

2.3

Thus, we have to begin asking ourselves in intelligent, articulated, and 
collective ways how is it today possible to live – in all the meanings of these 
three underlined terms. What are the possible ways and modes for mean-
ingful living for each of us personally and then all of us serially and col-
lectively? The question was, in the sense worried at here, asked first by 
some writers and artists plus some heterodox Marxists from Luxemburg, 
Brecht, Marcuse, and Benjamin on, then some heterodox Protestants from 
Bonhoeffer and Metz on and heterodox Catholics from Küng to Liberation 
Theology, and I would imagine many other people I do not know of. While 
nobody has a full answer, we should begin by identifying the ground we 
stand on – when we can stand (as a witty title of W.F. Haug’s rehearses 
it). This space in which we live and take up our stance (Haltung) is also 
“the present in which the personality [of the historical materialist] writes 
history” (Benjamin I: 702). I believe we are here and now, in this epoch, 
facing three complex imperatives: 

1. To live (with the inevitable pragmatic compromises) satisfactorily 
and fruitfully in this fleshly and societal world. 

2. To live without hope that we personally shall see any approxima-
tion to victory.

3. Yet in spite of all, to go on living, first, without losing the hope 
for some future possibility of the classless society, or whatever an 
integral societal justice will then be called, and second, consub-
stantially and crucially, without losing the values that flow from 
this belief for our present. 

Such a not entirely easy reorientation would mean recapturing the 
motives, energy, and persistence that kept so many communists, anarchists, 
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and other radicals going throughout an entire life, usque ad mortem, even 
under the gravest hardships and persecutions; however, this would be fused 
with the quasi-religious understanding that, in this historical epoch, the vic-
tory is not for us in the flesh. It would mean melding the stances enunciated, 
more or less at the same time, by Kafka: “Es gibt unendlich viel Hoffnung, 
nur nicht für uns” (“There is infinitely much hope, only not for us”), and 
by Gramsci following Sorel: “Pessimism of reason, optimism of will.” 

2.4

In other words, what we need (along much else) if we wish to hold to a set 
of salvational values is what Benjamin would call a new philosophy of his-
tory. Or, not to be immodest, we need at least some strong pointers towards 
the horizons of such a new philosophy. To start with the pars destruens of 
Benjamin’s parting little tractate which has been wrongly called Theses on 
the Philosophy of History: his denial of automatic progress in social relation-
ships is today our obvious ABC. But the alphabet goes on from D to Z and 
maybe even to new letters, and we have to attempt, with a Benjaminian 
bold subtlety, erecting a pars construens – which he also held to firmly under 
the name of Messianism, though even he did not know how to articulate 
it. Just as in the case of Saul of Tarsus, at some point the question of a new 
addressee as bearer of such horizons, the new Gentiles, shall have to be faced. 
As soon as possible, perhaps, but (beside saying it must be some alliance 
of the downtrodden from the rich and the poor parts of the world) I am 
not at all sure this would be possible right now, before clearing up in little 
circles as much as we can for a set of values and orientations that can be 
proposed to such a new “universal class” as basis for a program. 

What I am arguing is that when we do not yet understand, in how-
ever approximate ways, “scientifically” (by lay cognition) the deep currents 
in thisworldly reality, we can use – circumspectly! – the phantasmatics 
(Godelier) of religiously coded partial cognitions, intimations, and sug-
gestions to get at some salient aspects of what to do, how to behave. The 
ideal would be, of course, to subsume them – as Marx did for fetishism – 
into a lay explication. Failing this optimal ideal, we have to follow Brecht’s 
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principle of “Not Only But Also.” On the one hand, to repeat, a minimum 
due prudence is to refuse in principle not only actually existing Churches 
and monotheism, but all dogmatic theism as an explanation of reality. But 
on the other hand we can (and therefore must) learn from any sources 
which do not go in for “weak thought” – as Italian admirers call the Post-
Modernism vulgate of Lyotard, Baudrillard, and co. – but for pertinent 
thought. 

I shall here speak only about some salvationist philosophical, indeed 
quasi-theological sources. This would include, first, some heterodox ten-
dencies in modern Christian theology which have abandoned the Father 
for the Son (nobody, except writers like Octavia Butler, has yet gone on to 
the Daughter or back to the Jewish female Shekinah), that is, abandoned 
the triumphal “theocratic theology” of all Popes, ayatollahs, and head 
rabbis, just as we have had to abandon the triumphal beliefs into predes-
tined victories through Party, State, and similar. Second, it would pick up 
and modify some pointers of the later Derrida, centering in the opposi-
tion between the monotheistic mirage of a perfect and omnipotent One 
God (theos) and the diffuse, protean and multiform Sacral or Numinous 
(theion), whose forms and effects would be by definition imperfect and 
variously potent. 

Of the first horizon, I wish to touch here, no doubt only initially, 
upon a few reflections by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, to whom we should listen 
seriously in part because he was hanged by the Nazis for his participa-
tion in the July 1944 plot to remove Hitler: his theory was very laudably 
accompanied by clear political options. His central thesis is for me that it 
is necessary to learn how to live in a godless world etsi deus non daretur. 
This means literally “even if God were not [a] given,” but then, paradoxi-
cally, also in spite of that: keeping God in reserve so to speak. He then 
focused on Christ as the impotent and suffering god: both as being (in 
an orthodox vein) the symbol of the world’s salvation, and as being (more 
interestingly for us) a model for ethico-political behaviour, for what Brecht 
would call the Haltung or stance of the believer. This imitation of Christ 
would lead the Bonhoefferian believer to a “being present for others” (Für-
Andere-Dasein): “Vor und mit Gott leben wir ohne Gott” (“Standing 
before god and with god, we live without god”, Bonhoeffer 241). Since this 
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for Bonhoeffer entails not only actively sharing and practicing solidarity 
with other people’s pain and suffering, but even a worldly and political 
commitment to alleviate them and if possible eliminate their causes, it is a 
stance which I propose we should ponder and in large measure godlessly 
cannibalize.5 For example, unlike the great majority of present-day religious 
and lay theoreticians, faced with Nazism Bonhoeffer does not renounce 
violence: tyranny justifies tyrannicide. Today, and even more tomorrow, 
there is no easy, abstract answer to the violence conundrum, for it is true 
that violence engenders counter-violence but also that non-violence aids 
and abets violence; and sometimes, as in the antifascist struggle of World 
War II, violence can stop even worse violence. This knot cannot be solved 
by any a priori yes or no but only by a discussion of values and of situations 
(I pointed to this in “Keywords”). Even the sayings attributed to Jehoshua 
of Nazareth contain opposites, as his movement politically vacillated: “My 
reign is not of this world” ( John 18:36), but also “I have not come to bring 
peace but a sword” (Matthew 10:34) and “if you have no sword, sell your 
cloak and buy one” (Luke 22:36). 

How does one godlessly ingest and digest a theology, however het-
erodox it might be towards its religious tradition? To quote Benjamin’s 
Löschblatt (blotter) parable: “My thought is entirely imbued with theology, 
as a blotter is with ink. But if the blotter had its way, no writing should 
remain.” (“Mein Denken verhält sich zur Theologie wie das Löschblatt zur 
Tinte. Es ist ganz von ihr vollgesogen. Ginge es aber nach dem Löschblatt, 
so würde nichts was geschrieben ist, übrig bleiben” – V: 588.) The death 
of God should not mean the death of humanity. If God and Socialism are 
dead, it is not the case that everything is permitted (Dostoevsky updated 
by Post-Modernist cynicism): it is rather the case that everything has to be 
rethought, and the rethinking has then to be tried out in practice. 

5 Michael Löwy has rightly reminded me of a position similar yet prior to Bonhoeffer’s, 
that of Pascal and the “bet” in his fragment 233, as interpreted by Goldmann’s splen-
did pages on this tragic horizon of the Hidden God (315 ff.) – which Goldmann 
elsewhere connects to twentieth-century Marxism.
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Conclusion 2 

We have to invert Benjamin’s image of the wizened dwarf inside the chess-
playing automaton being Theology and the chess-playing puppet Turk 
being Marxism (we can easily call the two also Religion vs. Communism). 
Today, the wizened and ugly creature that must hide out of public sight is 
Communism and the recognized upfront agent is Religion. What I propose 
is the dwarf is using the puppet, not viceversa. If we are to use some carefully 
chosen cognitive aspects of religion (themselves as a rule flowing out of com-
munist fraternity, however limited), it must be strictly inside a thisworldly 
and liberatory historical horizon; that is, taking over the salvational aspect 
of religion but atheistically denying (or at least agnostically bracketing for 
our whole historical period) its otherworldly aspect: and most of all its 
dogmatic horizons. I now come to this. 

3. Against Monoalethism: Self-Reflexive vs. Dogmatic Belief, 
   the Repressive One Full Truth and the Protean Numinous;  
   with a Proposal for Skeptical Belief 

3.0

Is using quasi-theological philosophy not dangerous, if we need to be strictly 
opposed to the present irrationalist seepage of weirdest religious mish-
mashes as well as to the obscurantist assumption that you miraculously 
know the Truth once and for all, with the cannibalic consequences we have 
witnessed? Yes it is – like using fire or water. But I believe the dangers can 
be neutralized by two moves. 

The first is the blotter paradox, quoted earlier. In other words, we 
should appropriate the strengths of salvationism by Hegelian Aufhebung 
(sublation). As noted above, today our situation is reverse from Benjamin’s: 
Marxism seems ugly and dwarfed, hiding out of shame. Yet nonetheless: if 
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it openly assumes the strengths of salvationism, nobody can, as Benjamin 
remarked, win against it. True, truth by itself wins no battles, only people 
in proper groupings do. Benjamin wrote his optimistic saw at a time when 
what seemed to be liberatory Marxist and communist organizations were 
strong. We would have, parallel to what I write about here, to undertake 
forging equally strong but wiser organizational mediations. 

The second is a stress on the old theological insight that the corruption 
of the best engenders the worst, the shining Lucifer becoming the Devil 
when fallen (corruptio optimi pessima). As Shakespeare put it, lilies that 
fester smell far worse than weeds. In other words, just as the precondition 
and safeguard for reassuming the term and tradition of communism is that 
we fiercely scrutinize and reject its corruption in all variants of State wor-
ship, culminating in Stalinist terrorism against its own people, from the 
USSR to Kampuchea: so the precondition and safeguard for practicing 
a proximity to the religious theories and practices of salvationism is that 
we identify and strenuously denounce its main aberration. In both cases, 
the aberration is consubstantial with the dogmatic faith which I shall call 
MONOALETHISM. 

3.1

Monoalethism is the belief in One Full (and therefore Final) Truth which has 
been revealed to us by a set of holy, non-amendable books and holy, unques-
tionable prophets. The believers in its God are set apart and saved.

Such an ontotheology, that not only defines the truth of religion as 
absolute knowledge but also posits that God is One and in all ways supremely 
perfect, is a West Asian invention from the age of the large empires (see 
Weber, Economy 448–50 and passim). When not bloodily busy as Lord 
of Hosts, God is here an oriental potentate shaping a world to dispel his 
boredom and increase the glory and adoration rendered unto him (also his 
priests’ possessions). But he has become transcendental: as opposed to all 
previous pantheons and numina, the Divinity is, first, no longer together 
in the world with men, as two species distinguished by powers and mor-
tality but not radically Other (Homer’s gods may be wounded). Second, 
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the monoalethic God’s Universal Uniqueness converts Him (goddesses 
are disallowed) from a superhuman person – the micro-ethnic Yahwe – 
to a principle, source, and/or Law, the logos of late Hellenic Platonism, 
in whom all possible truths and qualities reside (see Nancy 28–30, 35–39, 
and passim). The alterity then functions as a magnet ordering the believer 
in all important moments and soliciting him to lose herself in Him. (Not 
so incidentally, this radically alters the idea of Death, which grows into a 
haunting obsession.) This runs in the Euro-Mediterranean tradition from 
post-Babylonian Judaism through the Christian churches and Islam’s war-
rior religion to Rousseau’s “civic religion” and Hegel (see Derrida, Faith 
53–54), and thence to nationalism and all other absolutist faiths, theist or 
atheist. Historically, it marks the necessity of a totality at the point where 
the world is politically growing into empires but has societally lost the 
value of creative work and productive labour. 

This motif of “oneness” – Unity, Unicity, and Universality of Power 
and Truth – is fraught with both significance and paradox. In order to 
think about anything, and especially about matters of human destiny, it is 
necessary to delimit a field of inquiry, with a – however provisional and 
historically changeable – strategic essence (see Suvin, “Two Cheers”). A 
flexible, momentary, situated totality is implicit in our languages, where 
A is not B but the one and only A=A. But even more (or earlier), it is to 
my mind implicit in our sensorium, for example in the visual and motoric 
metaphor of horizon as orientation from the locus where one stands (see 
Chapter 5 in this book): yet for all that, such unity is never excusive or 
hierarchic (in the pre-Socratics, the One is not the Only but the womb 
of everything, Thales’s “the world is full of gods”). The undialectical and 
unhistorical approach of centralized power represses the fact that a unity 
can only come about from a more or less democratic plurality. The monothe-
istic Unity (all religions run to the capital beginning letters of Power) acts 
downward from an Emperor of Heavens: “All the errors of polytheism were 
then destroyed,” recounts Eusebius of Caesarea. “Polyarchies, tyrants, or 
democracies existed no more, … but One God only was preached to all: one 
single Empire (basileia), the Roman one, flowered for ever […]” (Meslin-
Palanque 213; see for the Chinese “Sovereign on high” Onians 526). Since 
this imperial Unity is also supreme, that is, untranscendable, any denial of 
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a part or aspect threatens the whole. Thence follows what has been well 
dubbed the monotheist odium theologicum, casting out sinner together 
with sin and resulting in untold slaughters and auto-da-fés. William Blake’s 
poetic Jehovah put this monomania perhaps best: 

Let each choose one habitation, 
[…]
One command, one joy, one desire,
One curse, one weight, one measure, 
One King, one God, one Law.
(The Book of Urizen, ll. 79, 81–83) 

The process of taming tribal democracy begins with the rise of the State 
(see Clastres 179–85) but is rendered impermeable by the centralized States 
of capitalism, enforcing their own Full Unity which is intrinsically, overtly 
or covertly, monotheistic. There is the (non-human) One and below Him 
Eusebius’s All: the humans who could not be saved by their own efforts (the 
latter claim by the tribally raised Pelagius was condemned by the imperial 
bishops – see Joxe 402). Finally, colours tend to disappear and shapes not 
to really matter within the black-and-white thinking (evident also in the 
ex-Orthodox seminarist Djugashvili) where the only criterion is the par-
ticipation in a homogeneous, in-different Truth (see Nancy 61–62, 112–14). 
What a difference from Lenin, who glossed Hegel’s “truth is infinite” with 
“its finiteness is its denial” (93)!

3.2

Let me dwell a bit more on monotheism, since we are again faced with 
the huge ravages in the world at large of dogmatically revealed religion. 
Nancy has characterized it as ranging from disavowal of reason to an igno-
ble exploitation of misery and suffering (20). The underlying incoherence 
of monotheism is that the concept of One and Only Omnipotent God, 
Blake’s Nobodaddy, immediately suffers shipwreck on a reef that can be 
understood in two ways, axiological and ontological. First, axiologically, 
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any radical dissenter is not merely wrong but satanic, and his uprooting by 
all means conceivable is not only a regrettable necessity but a holy service 
to the Lord. Going far beyond the necessary self-defence practiced by 
every society, this is morally and politically quite unacceptable. Second, 
ontologically and indeed logically, cur malum? or unde mala? (whence 
evil/s, Boethius). If God is also a benevolent father, how to explain the 
overwhelming, permanent, not only hugely murderous but deeply oppres-
sive and humiliating injustices and evils of this world: “what god made […] 
shark” (Moby-Dick chapter 66)? Monotheism has in fact always oscillated 
between a repressive unity and an equally tormented and inconclusive 
Manichean dualism of God vs. Satan (see Martelli 59–69). The internal 
logic of such a Uniqueness generates other Uniquenesses, in holy warfare 
with each other (see Nancy 62) …

The aporia of this Universality is that it is Unilateral, that is, exclusive. 
For example, Rousseau emphatically equates the intolerance of his civil 
religion with theological intolerance: “It is impossible to live in peace with 
people we take to be damned. To love them would mean to hate God who 
punishes them: we must necessarily convert or persecute them.”6 Now we 
know where Bush and Bin Laden come from: an unholy alliance of theo-
cratic and lay religiousness (see Ali)! True, not all monotheism has been 
fundamentalism, which can be defined as the attempt to subordinate the 
State to one religious ideology. Nonetheless, we can today see that funda-
mentalism is the permanent horizon of monotheism and often, such as at 
our historical moment, its dominant.

Finally, we cannot simply shrug this off as religious blindness: the 
same deep springs that have fed the three monotheist religions continued 
to operate in the workers’ movement, even when its overt (for example 
Weitlingian) religiosity was expunged by a so-called Marxism. The insist-
ence on the One Undoubted Truth and the One Ultimate Cause by most 
of its theoreticians and leaders from Kautsky to Stalin has often amounted 
to a true furor theologicus (see Gramsci 1445). Instead of finding out what 

6 Contrat social, Book IV, chapter IX. I owe this reference and much stimulation about 
theology vs. fundamentalism to Martelli.
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humanity would mean – the lighting of a Promethean, anti-theistic fire – 
the goal was often (as the title of a feeble utopia by H.G. Wells rehearses 
it, aping the Edenic Snake) Men Like Gods. One notes with interest that 
the leaders of successful revolutions, Lenin, Tito, Mao or Ho, were much 
less dogmatic. 

This is not at all meant to deny the great demystificatory advances 
already achieved by some monotheism. I think here of the fierce Jewish 
insistence on self-determination, indeed of belief ’s dissidence against domi-
nant values, and on salvation within – and as – a history changeable by 
people, even to radical transgression (as symbolized in Jacob’s fight against 
the Angel), and in some prophets such as Amos of the insistence on social 
justice; however, this is restricted to one people and paid for by aggressive-
ness, “the harsh expression of male will, and the often cruel negation of 
Nature” (Bookchin 174). I think of Jehoshua’s religion of the Son and of 
compassion. I think further of the ecumenicism of the Pauline tradition, 
translating insights from Greek philosophy and West Asian salvationism 
into a mass practice, and of the primitive communism of early Christian 
communities, a spectre which was to recur persistently through Joachim of 
Fiore to later sects. No doubt, other religions could also be investigated for 
such elements. The positive and even the negative aspects of religion can 
be used for Benjamin’s “lay illumination” (profane Erleuchtung, emphasis 
by Benjamin), a materialist, anthropological inspiration “to which […] 
religion can be a Vorschule [preparatory course, elementary introduction]” 
(“Der Sürrealismus,” II/1: 295–310) – though he added there can be many 
other such prefigurations, notably love. 

Nonetheless, we must finally affirm that all culture as we know it, 
including scientific knowledge, “is by definition secular. It requires a broad-
mindedness of which no religion will ever be capable” (Arendt 299). It is 
in Europe a heritage of both the tribal traditions and the plebeian access 
to democracy symbolized by Athens and the Renaissance, which burst 
through the mythical and religious straitjacket.
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3.3

I shall proceed here using Derrida’s latter phase. Though signalled by his 
in many ways splendid Spectres of Marx, it is of unequal value both in itself 
and for our purposes, so that I shall focus only on some aspects of his Foi et 
savoir.7 I shall use three tools from his toolbox groping toward a skeptical 
faith: the self-reflexive faith or belief, the theion or protean numinous, and 
finally the post-Benjaminian messianic. 

Faith and Knowledge at one point discusses Kant’s first “Parergon,” 
added (in the second edition) at the end of the appropriate section of his 
Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone, where Kant sets up the opposi-
tion between two types of belief, reflektierendes and dogmatisches Glauben. 
The dogmatic belief ignores the difference between faith and knowledge 
since they are presupposed to be inextricably fused in divine revelation. 
Dogmatism or fundamentalism refuses hermeneutics and historicity: it 
pretends that some admittedly fallible people have been endowed with 
the power to not only hear but also so fully understand the Word of God 
that scriptural interpretations are univalent (which is obviously absurd, 
since each religion has spawned a huge host of contending commentators 
throughout history), and that historical situation plays no part in the under-
standing of the sacred texts. To the contrary, Derrida paraphrases Kant’s 
simple definition of self-reflexive belief as a process: “one must act as though 
God did not exist or no longer concerned himself with our salvation” (50). 
This is for Derrida a temporary suspension for certain purposes of the exist-
ence of “God […], the soul, the union of virtue and happiness”; thus a good 
Christian “must endure in this world, in phenomenal history, the death of 
God, well beyond the figures of the Passion […]” (51). Bonhoeffer’s medi-
tations on etsi deus non daretur are thus an activist Protestant reworking 
of self-reflexive belief. Most important is that “faith has not always been 

7 One of Derrida’s weakest texts is to my mind, unfortunately, his meditation on 
Benjamin’s “Zur Kritik der Gewalt”, called Force de loi, so that I shall focus only 
on some aspects of his Foi et savoir. I use it here in possibly uncouth ways: a) only 
pp. 43–57 of Faith, a quarter of its sixty pages; b) cutting, adding, splicing, that is, 
deforming him for our purposes – as he too often did for his purposes.
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and will not always be identifiable with religion […]. All sacredness and 
all holiness are not necessarily […] religious” (48).

Second, I shall attempt to apply Derrida’s distinction (53ff.) between 
theology and theiology, the latter being a discussion of to theion, the numi-
nous, holy or sacred quality – within which I am here interested only in the 
salvational rather than the saved aspect. “Theiology” is a term Derrida only 
hints at, and he warns against its Heideggerian connotations. However, I 
find potentially useful its foregrounding of a numinosity or salvificalness 
which might be illustrated by a little mental experiment. Let us set up a 
topological (and probably historical) series which would retraverse back-
wards a supposed “development” of religious horizons. Beyond monotheism 
we would find polytheism, including the paramount god of the politically 
sovereign space (e.g., the polis), as an exclusive cultic community. The 
pantheon was not fixed, new gods (such as Dionysus) could be added to 
it. They were not disembodied but possessed a different kind of body – 
unaging and capable of entering different avatars. Further back, a kind of 
animism is found in which each important space (river, mountain) or even 
type of action could have its own godlet or daimon, a personification of its 
mundane importance for the community, or indeed be a godhead (as Agni, 
the Fire). We find there also other imaginary beings, say “gods without 
any personal name, […] designated only by the name of the process they 
control” (Weber, Economy 402; see Vico 6). Indeed, gods could even be 
openly fabricated by an imperial court, as was the case with Serapis under 
Ptolemy I (Fraser 1: 246–59). Dead leaders could also be numina: in the 
original Shintoism, if one invented, say, a new carpentering stroke which 
would permit better cutting and shaping of wood, then one could become 
the kami (High One, Lord) of that stroke and be invoked by the carpenters’ 
guild at the beginning of each important segment of such work.8 

Suppose we continued backwards even from this stage, we might find 
a diffuse, not at all anthropomorphic sacrality of wonder and awe, which 

8 Outside the works of Japanese and Chinese origin, some of which I discuss in Suvin, 
Lessons, this has been best brought home to me by Selver’s growth into the godhead 
of anti-colonialist warfare in Le Guin’s Word.
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has no room for the distinction between natural and supernatural (see 
Spivak’s dream of “animist liberation theologies […] [for] an ecologically 
just world,” 339). In it, all the entities a tribe recognizes have both being 
and subjectivity or spirit, and hierarchy finds little room in a world of 
diverse but qualitatively incommensurable subjects. This sacrality under-
lies Benjamin’s attempts at describing the aura, and I find it well charac-
terized by Tacitus speaking of the German tribes’ non-antropomorphic 
“veneration of a mysterious reality (such as woods and forests) to which 
they give the name of gods and which they understand by devotion only” 
(14, section 9). Dumézil reads the evidence from Saxo and Caesar about 
German customs of land ownership as strictly analogous to the projec-
tions they made into the numinous sphere, so that the rise of worshipping 
single gods, as against the earlier heroic “unanimism,” signals the overthrow 
of yearly communist (he calls it “totalitarian” – so much for scientific 
objectivity) land redistribution (130–32).This unanimous numinosity 
had no need for a special name because it was potentially everywhere.9 
Derrida hints at this when he asks whether revealability (Offenbarkeit), 
which I would interpret as a diffuse and omnipresent potentiality, is more 
primordial than any frozen revelation (Offenbarung), and hence inde-
pendent of all religion. If so, he further hints this might be where Kant’s 
reflektierendes Glauben at least originates, if not being such a belief itself 
(54–55). To the contrary, the abstract concept of gods eternally identical 
to themselves and only revealed in this or that place or time can only be 
sustained by cultic associations tending toward esoteric priesthood (see 
Weber, Economy 407ff.). 

This proceeding of dissolving god/s back into the numinous effects a 
de-alienation of the salvific quality, that human relationships surely need, 
away from all “personality cult” and tending to the sublimity of the Chinese 
Dao (Way): an impersonal quality and force prior to and more fundamental 

9 The term to theion became in Greek only possible after neuter adjectives could, 
from the fifth century BCE, be substantivized to express an abstract notion. It is thus 
anachronistically applied to anything prior. Also, in the early Presocratics such as 
Anaximander, it seems to have been a way to Unicity.
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than any godhead (see Derrida 48 and passim). But much beyond that, 
its importance lies in an applicability to all major monoalethic categories, 
to all “god words” (Science, History, Nation, and so on), stand-ins for the 
Unique Truth as a necessity of the Unique State in Evgeniy Zamyatin’s 
prescient novel We. To take one such present term, The Democracy: there 
would be no further use to discuss what it is and to certify its presence 
or absence as a digital 1 or 0, but only to discuss the presence and analog 
strength of the democratic element or impulse (which I fantasize might 
be called to demokratikon), of plebeian democratization, in any particular 
State or proceeding. 

3.4

Finally, how useful is Derrida’s post-Benjaminian messianic, “the opening 
to […] the coming of the other as the advent of justice” (56)? I differ from 
Derrida by believing we cannot dispense either with a (mildly skeptical) 
horizon of expectation or with classical prophetic prefiguration – which 
always, from Cassandra and Yeremiyahu on, implied “if you don’t listen 
to this, then …”. The expectation and the threat should be tied to Rosa 
Luxemburg’s alternative of socialism or barbarism, so obviously being 
played out today before our very eyes. But within such a horizon, Derrida 
rightly stresses that “death – and radical evil – can come as a surprise at any 
moment,” just as well as the advent of justice: in the US maxim, the only 
certainties we have are death and taxes. Skepticism has always been a kind 
of truncated dialectics, whose role is for Hegel to demonstrate “contradic-
tion or antinomy in every concept” (Lenin underlines this with approval, 
116). Nonetheless, the more moderate skeptics held also that there are rea-
sonable criteria (the eulogon) for justifying our actions without dogmatic 
certainty. Skepticism is not incompatible with an als ob, a hypothetical 
belief: “An invincible desire for justice is linked to this expectation […] 
[belonging] to the experience of faith, of believing, of a credit”; “this faith 
without dogma […] makes its way through the risks of absolute night 
[…].” This justice “alone allows the hope […] of a universalisable culture 
of singularities” (56–57). For once, Derrida allows that this abstraction, 
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“without denying faith, liberates a universal rationality and the political 
democracy that cannot be dissociated from it.” (57) And communism is 
for me the precondition for a radical justice.

Thus it might be best to retain from the murky discussions of mes-
sianism not so much the term as its horizon of expectation, however allied 
with skepticism; its prophetic strain, as clarified by Luxemburg; and its 
reasonable but firm commitment to the desire for justice amid the risks 
of “absolute night.” An alternative lay terminology is at hand: the desire, 
form, and horizon called utopia (see Bloch Prinzip, Jameson, Moylan, and 
Chapters 1, 2, and 9 in this book). 

3.5 The Hypothetical Imperative

These considerations, proceeding from our experiences as illuminated 
by Benjamin aided by Bonhoeffer and by the latter Derrida, suggest an 
epistemological and therefore also ethical regulating principle. I would 
call it the hypothetical imperative. A hypothetical imperative would state: 
in this historical macro-situation, which we explain, as best we know, as 
being this-plus-that; and if we accept, for given reasons, such-and-such 
premises; then X necessarily follows. A set or open system of such Xs is a 
doctrine to enunciate and propagate as guide for action. It is in that par-
ticular spacetime as absolute as any religious belief or Kant’s categorical 
imperative. In particular, for class society as a whole, Marx’s radical call is 
still non-negotiable: “the categorical imperative to overthrow all condi-
tions in which man is a degraded, enslaved, forsaken, contemptible being” 
(“Toward” 257–58, MEW 1: 385). 

However, the premises or even the whole situation might rapidly 
change, or indeed practice might show that our reasoning was at some 
point deficient. In that case Y would follow: Brecht, still a vanguard beacon 
for us, rehearsed this in a brilliant pair of small Lehrstücke, the “plays for 
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learning” Der Jasager and Der Neinsager (He Who Says Yes and He Who 
Says No).10 

Conclusion 3 For a Skeptical Salvational Belief 

Thus, I believe we imperatively need (among other things) a salvational 
doctrine for one and all. Without it, any liberatory movement shall fail: no 
revolution without revelation. However, our doctrine’s limits of interpreta-
tion as well as (more rarely) of revision have to be constantly movable, like 
the posts in Alice’s mad croquet game. We ought to bestow upon it in some 
patches a long-duration and in other patches a provisional assent, both 
being open to correction. Nonetheless, in certain situations we must also 
be prepared to suffer or die for it. My initial question as to a proper way of 
living is inseparable from a readiness to face death, an ars moriendi. 

This is what I mean by skeptical belief. It is correlative to dialectics 
(see Chapter 15 in this book) and indispensable for “the unsated require-
ment which has been called ‘communism’” (“l’exigence inassouvie qui fut 
nommée ‘communisme’,” Nancy 30).11

10 See my lengthy discussion in Lessons, chapter 5: “The Use-Value of Dying: Magical 
vs. Cognitive Utopian Desire in the ‘Learning Plays’ of Pseudo-Zenchiku, Waley, and 
Brecht.” Also, on open system, the section “Wedge 2” in Chapter 10 of this book.

11 My thanks go to opinions about and critiques of earlier versions by Rich Erlich (who 
even did a heroic colour-code comment on the whole), Gene Gendlin, Christina 
Kaindl, Sylvia Kelso, Marcelline Krafchick, U.K. Le Guin, Michael Löwy, Edoarda 
Masi, Tom Moylan, Richard Ohmann, Jan Rehmann, Ulrich Schödlbauer, and Victor 
Wallis, and the encouragement of W.F. Haug. Also to Loren Kruger and Christoph 
Türcke for counsel about critical literature, including the latter’s own stimulating 
works. While the text has been much improved by their sometimes strong objections, 
the responsibility remains mine, including that for all translations of non-English 
passages. Two matters of great importance that would have to be discussed if one 
were to go beyond a brief article would be a new look at love, Saul’s agape, based on 
Brecht and feminism (I approach it in “Emotion”), and a new look at Marx’s notion 
of fetish/ism.
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